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Right Women PAC Congratulates Mary Miller in IL-15 and Jeanne Ives in IL-06 after Tuesday’s 

Illinois Primary 
 
WASHINGTON, DC – Right Women PAC congratulates Mary Miller, candidate for Congress from 
Illinois’ 15th District, and Jeanne Ives, candidate for Congress from Illinois’ 6th District, on 
becoming the Republican nominees for the general election in November.  
 
Mary Miller emerged as the winner in the GOP primary last night. Jeanne Ives’ competition 
withdrew earlier, and she ran unopposed in the primary yesterday. Both candidates are strong 
conservatives.  
 
“Mary Miller and Jeanne Ives are exactly the kind of women Right Women seeks to send to 
Congress. They share our core values and will be reliable champions for President Trump’s 
agenda,” said Debbie Meadows, Executive Director of Right Women PAC, which endorsed both 
Mary Miller and Jeanne Ives. “We’re proud of our endorsements of both Mary and Jeanne, and 
look forward to welcoming them to Congress in January.”  
 
Speaking about Ives’ experience, Meadows continued, “Jeanne Ives has served three terms in 
the Illinois House of Representatives, and has already distinguished herself as a leader who 
offers creative policy decisions.”  
 
Miller provides a background in managing a family business, and Meadows commented: “As a 
businesswoman, Mary will prove to be an invaluable ally for President Trump in his pro-
business agenda.” 
 
Right Women PAC’s mission is simple and strategic: to help elect genuinely conservative 
women to Congress. Right Women only endorses women candidates who demonstrate they 
are: pro-Constitution pro-life, supportive of President Trump’s Make America Great Again 
agenda, staunch defenders of the Second Amendment and  law enforcement agents, and 
advocates for border security, religious freedom, Israel, and our veterans. 
 
For more information about Mary Miller or Jeanne Ives, and Right Women’s other endorsed 
candidates, visit www.RightWomen.com. 
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